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TITLING AND TITLE PIECES
Whilst the general concept and rules outlined by John
Newland inTitling andTitle Pieces, [Monocco BouNo Vol
22, No 1l are both excellent and fill an acknowledged void
in the body of printed practice, I consider some of the com-
ments merit further review.

As the purpose of titling is for identification on a book-
shelf, then there should always be a title on the spine. If
this means that the title has to be parallel with the spine so

be it - it may not be elegant, but it is practical. Practicality
in bookbinding is essential - Arthur Johnson in the same

issue pointed this out when he referred to the need to have
the cover board butting the rounding in order to provide
support for the bookblock, making the French groove more
elegant but inferior.

Further if the author titles a book - "Hope's Clothes &
Costumes of the Ancients" then the bookbinder has no right
to change that, either through the removal of Hope's or the
replacement of the ampersand. The spine should reflect
the title page as accurately as possible. Many legal texts
are like "Hope's Criminology, edited by Bloggs", and

known as Hope's Criminology. The title might be short-
ened by omitting a latter portion of it, but not selectively
by choosing "key" words.

The use ofdifferent point sizes for and. oi etc has to be

no more than a matter of personal taste. In "Wait And See"
for example I would expect agreement on every word being
of equal significance, and hence meriting equal point size.
My own view is that using a smaller point size may be aes-

thetic in some cases, but has to be done with discretion.
What would help is a "rule" on space between lines. Sev-

eral binders adhere to having the space the same height as the
type, whilst John appears to be advocating about 50Vo. I
personally find that 50-75Vo is about right, tending more to-
wards the latter, eg 8 pt spacing for 12 pt type, and that is
measuring the actual height of the type and not the blocks it
is mounted upon in the case of handset type (rather than titles
applied by handle letters). 12 pt blocks may need as little as

2 pt line spacing if the type on them is only Spt. In cases

where the title piece has to fit between particular raised bands
then any spacing "rule" may have to be broached.

Michael Mathew.
Henley Beach, SA.

AUTHOR'S REPLY
I thank Michael Mathew for his letter who raises some very
good points about pragmatism in book titling. The purpose
of titling a book on its outside, which ideally should be

placed on the spine is to enable its identification when stand-

ing upright on a book shelf.
For spines of sufficient width, I believe that titling

should be horizontally placed but for much thinner books.
titling may be placed parallel with the spine. I personally
do not prefer this but I have done so in the past. For very
thin books, such is an impossibility and there is no other
option but to place the title on the front cover.

In placing titles parallel with the spine: how does one
place it? Should the title be read when viewed from the
right-hand side when the book is standing upright on the

bookshelf? Or from the lefrhand side? Both systems are

employed. Maps diagrams and printed matter are more
easily read from the right-hand side but if so placed on a

book spine, the spine title then becomes inverted and is
upside down when such a book is placed on a table, the
front cover being uppermost. This is possibly an argument
in favour of 'left-handed' placement of parallel spine ti-
tles.

Prior to graduating as a professional engineer, I was an

engineering draftsman and I had some hard taskmasters to
teach drawing and proper layout of drawings for presenta-
tion. I still believe that good design is most important for
everything, including book cover/spine titling. My article
suggested variations oftypeface point sizes and line spacing
to achieve an aesthetic effect. Indefinite articles do suggest
that a smaller point size could be used. However, your budget
may not allow for owning more than one typeface size and
the binder must. design so accordingly.

Although it is practice for text spacing or leading on
pages for book printing requires another 20Vo (or autolead-
ing) oftext point size (i.e. a lOpt text requires a leading of
12pt), gold or foil blocking could require a more 'gener-
ous' line spacing or leading as Mr Mathew suggests due to
covering material surface properties.

Finally, most modern titles are quite short in themselves
and these may be represented 'in full' on the book cover/
spine, so there is no need to use selected words. One would
find that for title pages. the book name occupies the top
one or more lines then followed some distance down the
page and separate from the book name by the author's name.

But for older books having very long titles, one could
have a problem if selected words are not utilised. For ex-
ample, for James Cook's Vovece ro rHE SourH Pole tN

HM Surps RtsotunoN eNo Drscovenr FoR THE PuRpose on

ExploneroNs rN THE SourH Spns eNo RouNo rue Wonlo.
does one title Vovnce ro rHE Souru Pom or Coox's Sec-
oNo VovAce? I have seen bothl

Would anyone else wish to comment on book titling?
John R Newland.
Birchgrove, NSW.

Robin Muller's tunnel bookTtxntos or rnt Mruetttttuu dis-
plal,ed at lhe Canadian Exhibition MILLeNNtuU In n Box.

Photo: John R New'land.
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Script in Book of Kells - fol 183

distinctive and sophisticated art style created and devel-
oped in monastic scriptoria in Ireland and Northumbria. It
was absorbed into the Christian vocabulary and its most
successful aspect is the marriage of script and ornament to
create a unified style of decoration unequalled in its com-
plexity by any other period in manuscript decoration.

So successful was the style that the written Word of
God acquired a mystical significance and the sacred text
was often housed in its own elaborate shrine. Such books
were most certalnly created as memorials to great saints as

the colophon on the Book of Lindisfarne attests. It reads.

that Eadfrith. Bishop of Lindisfarne wrote the book for God
and St Cuthbert and iointly for all the saints whose relics
were on the island.28

The enshrinement of St. Cuthbert in 698. eleven years

after his death when the monks decided to rebury him above

g.ound29, seems to have been the motivation for the writ-
ing of the Book of Lindisfarne. With the saint rvas buried

his personal bible. which was probably used in the enshrine-
ment ceremony as it bears an annotation, written in Insular
minuscule pro defunctis, (for the dead). This bible. known
as the St Cuthbert or Stonyhurst Gospel, was retrieved from
the saint's tomb some time after the body of St. Cuthbert
was removed from Lindisfarne in 875 when the monks fled
from the monastery for fear of further Viking invasion.
The Stonyhurst Gospel is still in its original seventh cen-

tury leather binding, which makes it a unique survivor of
what must have been a widely practised art'

The craft of bookbinding began when vellum started to

supplant papyrus and the roll was superseded by thecodex

or flat book. It was composed of separate sheets of vellum.

interlaced into sections, and each section was then held

together by cords placed at ri-eht angles on the fblded sec-

tion of the back of the book. around which the stitching

passed. The ends of the cords were then laced rnto oak

.or.rt. which kept the vellum flat as well as alfording pro-

tection for the precious te xt. Finally leather, whrch would

also have been produced by the monks. covered the wholc
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book. The Stonyhurst Cospel also indicated that emboss-
ing occurred quite early. The binder used both incised and
raised decoration and the general finish displays a high
quality of workmanship. The Codex Amiatinas. the prop-
erty of Bishop Coelf,ridus, which was written at Wearmouth
or Jarrow in the seventh century, contains an illustration of
the Old Testament prophet Ezra, or possibly Cassiodorus
seated before a cupboard of embossed books suggesting
also that by the seventh century bookbinding was being
practised in all monastic scriptoria. The earliest extant copy
of a bound book is a Coptic book dated to the late fourth
century and it shows a remarkable similarrty, rn the method
of sewing, to eighth century Byzantine books30 which "sel-
dom involved the use oi ttrongs, cords or bands".3l

The information flowing between Christian communi-
ties surely resulted. not only in the transmission of the
Gospel message, but also in an exchange of arttstic vo-
cabulary and practice. A similar cross fertilisation of ideas

through the movement of people back and forth across the
Irish Sea, before the Insular period and between Iona and
Lindisfarne after the sixth century. su-qgests some common
cultural Iinks between those islands to the west of Europe.
The single most unifying event. however. that contributed
to a cultural fusion to create Insular art was the adoption of
Christianity with a strong Celtic base. The supernatural or
spiritual dimension of Christianity adapted readily to the

symbolic and mystical quality of Celtic art and the new
religion had a revitalising influence on the visual ans.

The native an of the Celts and Anglo-Saxons. together
with whatever influences it had absorbed from pre-history
was re-worked and relined and ernerged richer than ever. At
the very heart of this revitalisation was the monasttc

scriptorium and the dedicated monks who worked there. who

took the Christian message and transformed it from a means

of communication to an artistic le-sacy which generations ever

since have marvelled at. ii'not tully understood.

Jean RileY.
Pymble, NSW.

A list ot the biblrograpi.ttcrtl notcs is available on request.

St Matthew' in Lindesfarne Gospel
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into and against the inner edge of the front joint Check the
squares are equal. Do not open the book until it has been
nipped in the press for ten seconds. The pressing boards
are positioned up to the joint. Refer to previous instruc-
tions on paper stretch.

3. LIBRARY STYLE
Putting down the endpapers of the library style is an easy
procedure. Place a waste sheet beneath the board paper and
paste this until the paper is relaxed. Remove the waste and
close the board. Working quickly, repeat the operation on
the other side.

Nip in the press for a few seconds with the pressing boards
up to the french groove. Remove and examine before leaving
the book in the press to dry .The curve of the covering material
in the groove tucks the paper neatly into the joint. Refer to
previous comments on paper stretch. Endpapers reinforced
with cloth are usually lined or 'stiffened', therefore it is
advisable to use thin glue as the adhesive.

4. HARRISON GROOVE
Books bound using the Harrison groove are in fact flush
jointed and endpapers are treated as described below.
Putting down the endpapers of flush jointed books is
problematic for factors such as sheet size, qualities of paper,
thickness of adhesives, humidity, forwarding procedures
and efficiency of working may affect the result.

Place the book on the bench with the foredge of the
open board resting on the surface. This position is
maintained until the board paper is dry. Hold and pull the
board paper close to the foredge and let it slip as the dry
paper is modelled into the j oint. Mark off the required trim
for the margins with dividers. Place a piece of card
underneath and cut to remove the excess. When pasted the
head and tail margins will be constant because of the grain
direction but the foredge will stretch. An estimated extra

In many cases the artist has manipulated the decoration
to fill a particular space. This is particularly obvious when
interlace patterns are broken to turn corners or fit circular
formats. Living forms are stylised or simplified to create an
inexhaustible range of interlace, curvilinear and rectilinear
patterns where both human and animal form-s_are used with
lomplete disregard of species or anatomy.26 The general
impression of the decoration is one of restless movement
evoked by the flowing contours of the design as the eye moves
through the pattern attempting to unravel the network of lines
to discover where the head and tail of an animal connect.

The highly decorative nature of insular art and the way
in which it is used (eg. in carpet pages. borders and infill)
is the feature that unifies the art. Nevertheless. there are
regional differences which are most prominent in the de-
piction of the human form. In Kells, the figures are an in-
trinsic part of the two-dimensional decoration. Hair is styl-
ised in a series of curves in harmony with the overall de-
sign. The cloak or traditional four-cornered woollen brat
is draped in a series of symmetrical folds which, while they
compliment the desrgn, bear no relationship to a living body

MOROCCO BOUND May 2001

trim will be necessary.
Put a waste sheet under the board paper and paste this

until the paper is relaxed. Do not alter the position of the
board but ease the pasted sheet lightly onto the cover. Place
a strip of waste paper over the joint and through this form
the paper to the contour of the joint with thumb and finger.
When the paper is firmly in place and the joint clearly
defined, rub the rest of the board paper firmly on to the
board working from the inner to the outer edges. Always
rub down under white waste. Do not over paste, as an
uneven surface will result. This. procedure is known as

'pasting down open'.
Perfect margins are achieved if the board paper is first

put down and trimmed whilst wet. Paste the board paper as

described and firm it into the joint but rub the remainder
lightly onto the board. Quickly mark the required margins
with dividers and use a metal ruler and a new scalpel blade
to trim the wet paper. Peel away the excess and complete
the rubbing down particularly into the joint. In twenty
minutes, depending on humidity, half close the board so

that it rests on a ball of wastepaper. Leave for a further ten
minutes before closing fully.

5. LIMP BINDINGS
Limp binding endpapers are 'put down shut' similarly to
cased and library work Place a waste sheet under the board
paper and paste this. Remove the waste and close down the
cover pushing it into the joint. Immediately treat the other
side in the same way before nipping the binding in the press.

The pressing boards are placed just short of the jornt.
The excessively rounded spine may prevent an all over
pressure therefore the work is examined after five seconds
when it can be adjusted.

Arthur Johnson.
Hertfordshire, UK.

underneath. The clothing is painted in purple, crimson,
brown, yellow, green and black, the tradltjonal colours.
according to de 

-Paor. 
worn by the Celts.27 None of the

figures displays any emotion and consequently there is no
narrative which allows the overall decorative, abstract and

symbolic nature of the illustrations to be maintained.
In contrast, the illustrations of human figures In Lindis-

farne are more realistic and demonstrate a close affinity with
the Codex Amiatinus. which was based on the Codex
Grandior of Cassiodorus. The figures are placed within a three
dimensional framework. with their own space, and there is a
strong sense of narrative as in f25v where a figure peeps
around a curtain to watch as St Matthew writes his Gospel.
Cloaks, unlike the artificial and manipulated folds of those in
Kells, are wrapped around the figure to provide warrnth.
Colours are much brighter and the clean-shaven faces ex-

hibit a serious expression. In Kells. Celtic artists have main-
tained their native tradition and rejected the classical realism
of Rome, which is found in Lindisfarne.

Insular manuscript decoration, whatever the various
original sources or regional diflt'erences may be. is a very

THE FUNCTION OF THE MONASTIC SCRIPTORIUM
AND ITS CONTRIBUTION TO CELTIC ART IN THE EARLY CELTIC CHRISTRIAN CHURCH

(Continuedfrom Monocco BouNp, March 2001)
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A HOME.MADE BACKING PRESS
At the last NSW Guildts Sale Day-, a rounding and backing press of rather ingenious design ,,vas submiled.. It was com-
mented by some present that an1'one possessing reasonable woodworking skllls coutd eai'ily manuyacture this press fortheir home bindery at a very modest cost as compared to a cast iron prest. Thit prrs is inrenied to bi supported i'n a Btack
and Decker Workmate BenchrM thus leaving both hands free to pernit the forwarding o.f a book.

Two pieces of stainless steel 4-Smm thick
(or rust-proofed steel) ground as shown and securely

attached with counter-sunk brass screws.

o

l I---

o

---'
I

o
r.r)
OJ 4113 dia threaded bolts,

nickel or zinc plated,
fitted with wingnuts.

Bolt heads to be securely
fixed at one end of press

to prevent rotation.

A JOINT VENTURE
(Cotttinued frol,i MoRocco BouNo, March 2001 ).

The body of the press is of timber construction and stained
or finished as desired. Timber offcuts would be suitable.

The measurements (expressed here in millimetres) are
suggested: there being no hard and fast rule. However. rt is
most important that each ot'the two portions be constructed
to precisely the same drmensions.

I

I

o
Lr)--t---

l_r-,

ENDPAPERS AND JOINTS
1. FLAT-BACK CASE
The case of a flarbacked book is positioned on the bench
with the front board to the left. Place a waste sheet under
the back board paper and paste the endpaper until the paper
is relaxed. Remove the waste. turn the text biock over and
position it on the back board paying careful attention to the

squares. Without delay or examination paste the front board

similarly. Remove the waste. The whole of the text block
including the back board is turned onto the front cover
carefully aligning the boards one above the other. Nip in
the press for ten seconds with the pressing boards almost
up to the spine strip.

The foredge of the board paper will stretch when pasted

and the squares will be uneven. Therefore an estimated

amount is trimmed off prior to pasting or alternatively the
extra may be removed when the paper is down and stili
wet.

2. ROUNDED AND BACKED CASE
The case of a rounded and backed case binding is placed
flat on the bench with the fiont board to the left. Place a

waste sheet under the back board paper and paste this until
the paper is relaxecl. Remove the waste. turn the text block
over and hook its shoulder against the inner edge of the
back board.

Without a pause. pastc the front endpaper in a similar
wav. Remove the waste. Lili the front board and hook it

+,50 +
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TWO STYLES

1. PHILIPS' COMPREHENSIVE SCHOOL ATLAS
- 1869

This atlas measuring some 270 x 190mm with thickness of
25mm comprised the title page, 4l coloured maps (but lack-
ing 2 of them) and 46pp of Index. All maps were of the
foldout type and tipped onto special guards at the map's
fold. The maps were most interesting in themselves in that
the interiors of the African, South American and Austral-
ian continents has very little detail. The Overland Telegraph
between Adelaide and Palmerston (Darwin) was not com-
pleted and the railways from Sydney had only extended to
Goulburn on the Great Southern Railway andtoZigZag
on the Great Western Railway.

The atlas had extensive use during its life and not un-
expectedly, had numerous pencil scribble on the maps and

endpapers. The only legible annotation was the name of
the school child in neat copper plate script in 1873. Need-
less to say, the atlas was quite soiled, the map folds and

guards were split and the sewing was broken in several
locations. The atlas was originally laced in a half leather
binding with marble paper boards. What was left of the
leather was very worn, the marbled pattern on the boards
practically nonexistent and the leather spine was missing.
Still, I thought that this fine old atlas had character and

rather than clean the maps and text and to replace the de-
fects with new material, I decided to repair the book, 'dags

and all' and to retain its original endpapers.
After breaking the binding apart, the maps and text

pages were soaked in water with no detergents added for a

few hours to remove the original guards. When dried, all
tears and other damage were repaired with mending tissue.
The guards unfortunately had deteriorated too far so a new
wove type paper cut to the size of the original was selected
for the guarding. The guards were made a little overlength
so they could be trimmed at a later stage to map size.

In this type of binding which was the standard method
for the binding of several foldout plates, there is an accu-
mulated increase in thickness which needs to be compen-
sated for. This is done by attaching other guards to give an

even spine thickness. This is illustrated in the accompany-
ing diagram. Of course, this results in a decrease in thick-
ness of the foredge which for this purpose, did not seem
(to me at least) to be all that important.

Sewing was accomplished onto 3 station cords in ac-
cordance with the original construction and pressed down
to reduce swell. This was not easy and in hindsight, I would

May 2001

OF BINDING

have used 3 tapes instead of cords for better control over
the sewing. The sewn atlas was placed in a nipping press

for some days to eliminate the swelling.
A new cloth spine was fitted and the book then for-

warded, preserving the original endpapers.

2. TRANS.AUSTRALIA RAILWAY 1919 TIME
TABLE

This early railway timetable is an S-paged publicity pam-
phlet, saddle stitched with wire staples, each page measur-
ing some 440mm width x 225mm height. The time table
comprised passenger train running times for the various
stations en-route, maps. descriptions of the country side
with animal and bird life, climate, train services, types of
passenger accommodation and advertisements. The 8 pages

after printing were designed to be folded twice to a size of
I l0mm width x 225mm height.

It was desired to preserve the pamphlet in its folded
state in a hard cloth cover for convenience of storage and
allowing it to be opened out to its full size for ease of read-
ing. To achieve this requirement. it was necessary to sew
the pamphlet as a single-section at the saddle location (af-
ter having removed the wire staples) together with a wrap-
around endpaper(s) and a number of'returned' guards to
take up the total thickness of the pamphlet when folded.
After sewing, the returned guards were folded back, glued
together, nipped in the press to make it more rigid and
trimmed to at least 1Omm.

The 'book' was forwarded in the usual manner i.e., at-
tach endpapers and spine muslin on the returned guard sec-
tion, make a case and case in.

John R Newland.
Birchgrove, NSW.

,Single (or double) endpaper

-- Quqv(5 folded for sewing

Tipped-on endpapers

Guards folded out,
glued together

and trimmed to length

RAILWAY PAMPHLET

Sewn
'Sections'

Thickness Guards

Tipping Guards

SECTIONTHROUGH ATLAS

Folded Maps
tipped onto guards
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Many were pleased that our Guild member monitors were
so helpful in providing information about the work on dis-
play as well as about our Guild and bookbinding in gen-
eral. Overall, our visitors book, asking viewers to sign and
make comments. indicated over sixty (60) visitors with
lengthy stays and there were others whom we missed in
asking them to sign in the book. Some who came were our
own Guild members and other viewers were very inter-
ested as was indicated by the length of their visits.

Irina Dunn, Director of the NSW Writers' Centre, had
invited us to officially open the exhibition together with
the Independent Publishers' Book Fair opening, and so,

amidst a large gathering of literary and bookbinding folk.
Paula was invited to officiaily open the Mu-leNNIuv IN n
Box Exhibition. We were also very pleased to have present
Sharon Pinney, Cultural Affairs Assistant from the Cana-
dian Consulate, as well as Maire Sheehan, Mayor of
Leichhardt.

The NSW Papermakers' Association at Primrose Art
and Craft Centre expressed great interested in the exhibi-
tion, and it was decided to transport the collection a week
later to the Centre when the Papermakers would be having
a special committee and members meeting. Paula set up
the exhibition once again for an afternoon and approxi-
mately twenty (20) enthusiastic people saw it.

Paula visited one of the exhibition contributors, Robin
Muller, in Nova Scotia, Canada, last year, and viewed other
examples of her work, illustrated in this article.

Robin says:
I began weaving large geontetric wall hangings in the

ntid-1970s. I have tau7ht weaving and otherfabric related
courses since then. I planned nwch of n1\' n)overt work by

ntaking paper models. Ofien tltese paper stltdies were more
interesting than the cloth! In the sununer of l99l I took a
bookbinding class taught bl Susan Mills, expectirtg to find a
new hobby. Instead, the processes I leanted connectedto those

paper studies and opened up a whole new world for m| sttt-

MOROCCO BOUND May 2001

dio practice. I am able to v,ork w,ith open strltctures thar shilt
with manipulation: the opening anci closing of each book.
This new medium allowed me to work with pattern. image.
and text in a planned but nnre spontaneous wa1' than weav-
ing does. I can incorporate life experiences through inrage
and text, in the artwork in a literal wa1'. While I could make
books about any topic, I like to draw on my history with other
media, as well as my teaching practice. CBBAG workshops
have provided an invaluable wal to continue my education
in the book arts. Carol Barton's workshop, Tunnel and Car-
ousel Books, inspired m1, piece in the Art ofthe Book 98 and
this workfor Muteur'ruu rr't t Box.

A comment from Paula stated: "I believe this was the
first exhibition of its kind to be shown in Australia, and I
was very pleased that the Guild had taken the initiative in
Sydney. NSW Craft Bookbinders Guild has mainly con-
centrated on traditional bookbinding but has been aware
of the growth of interest and activity in book arts, both
internationally and local, and the opportunity was timely."

Paula Bloch, Sydney Exhibition
Co-ordinator and President,
NSW Guild of Craft Bookbinders.

More examples of Robin Muller's work:
The samples shovvn in the top photo are constructed en-

tirelyfrom slotted, inserted uttd interwoven papers. No gLue

or paste was used in these constructions; and in the Lower
photo, the open concertina book is theme specific and the

ian-shaped box contatns j,et another concertina book,
shaped to fit the containe r. The albunt in the fore ground is
covered with paste-paper created bl' Robin.
All photos on this page: Paula Bloch.

Robin Mullet' hotding one of lrcr otlrcr tututel books.
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MILLENNIUM IN A BOX
T AST YEAR the NSW Guild of Craft Bookbinders
I arranged for an exhibition to be held over three days,
l-lzl - i9 October 2000, at the Ralph Lewis Work-
shop, NSW Writers' Centre, Rozelle Hospital. This event
was part of the Carnivale Literary Festival (held in con-
junction with Carnivale 2000 Multicultural Arts Festival),
and the 2nd Independent Publishers' Book Fair, and which
was well publicised through the Writers' Centre magazine
NewswRm, independent publishers and various media to
the general public. We publicised the exhibition through
our own newsletter and to various organizations i.e. edu-
cational and craft, by special invitation.

The organization of the exhibition was planned in ad-
vance and discussed at the Guild Committee. We received
the well- packaged MtLpNNruu rN a Box in advance of the
exhibition dates, from Linda Newbown, Secretary of the
Canberra Craft Bookbinders Guild and a pre-exhibition
inspection was made by Rowley Corbett and Paula Bloch
to consider any installation or display problems.'The three
large tables (work benches in our workshop) seemed emi-
nently suitable with their new, clean, white surfaces and it
was decided that numerous pairs of white cotton gloves
would be provided at each table with appropriate signage
inviting all visitors to handle display items and asking them
to wear the gloves. Whilst the Canadian Bookbinders and
Book Artists Guild were happy to have display work han-
dled, we felt a sense of responsibility and considered
the use of the white cotton gloves would be an educa-
tional experience in itself to the viewers, indicating the
uniqueness, fragility and value of the books and book
arts objects on display. It was also agreed that food or
drink would not be allowed in the exhibition area.

Rowley and Paula set up the exhibition for display
on the day before the first day viewing of the exhibi-
tion. It had been decided that Guild Committee mem-
bers and other members would act as monitors on a daily
roster basis for the duration of the exhibition. so that
there were no less than three monitors ar any one time in
the Ralph Lewis Workshop area.

As soon as the exhibition opened on Friday, 27 Octo-
ber, there was a rush of interested viewers to see Mrr-eN-
NIUM IN e Box. There were never less than three viewers at
any one time, and each appeared to stay at least one hour.

Sonte of the books exhibited at the Canadian MrlerNIut'a tN e Box exhibition held
at the NSW Guild of Craft Bookbinders:-
Lrft, Hrrtrs ro Tnave rtms by Don Tat'lor. Colour photographs on Mohawk

Superfine paper, BW photocopies on Mohawk paper and drafting
vellum. Bound in book cloth witlt Zephl,r Laid endpapers.
Measurements I95 x I22 .r 2nmt.

Above right: Pocxst JounNtt by Linda Brine. Flat backed codex with blank cot-
ton rag book block and Japanese paper cover.

Measurements l22x ll5 x l5mm.
Lower right: INorco Brue by Sigrid Blohm. Indigo patterns hand-dyed on Japa-

nese pure kozo paper. Text handset in Lt'dian and printed on Kozuke

and Somegame papers using a Vandercook Universal press. Four
hole stab-sewn binding with litten thread and Momi lrobiki cover
paper. Measurements 90 x 140 x 5ntm.

All photos on this page: John R Newland.
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SYDNEY aOOL ROYAL EASTER SHOW BOOKBINDING RESULTS

CLASS 172: GENERAL BOOKBINDING 8 Entries received out of l2 registered

Snakes and Lizards of Australia
Birthday Book
Bolt. J C: Robin Hood
Fra Ebertos: Respectabilin'

* Also displayed in lhe Standards of Excellenc€ showcase.

CLASS 173: CONTEMPORARY DESIGN BINDING 7 Entries received out of 10 registereci

First Prize *

Second Prize
Third Prize
Highly Commended

First Prize
Second Prize
Third Prize
Highly Commended
Highly Commended

First Prize
Second Prize
Third Prrze

Judge: Mr D Newbold

Mrs M Hoare
Mrs P Upton
Mr N Heath
Mrs M Scott

Mrs M Hoare
Mr T Lewis
Mrs P Upton
Ms G Stiff
Mrs B Davidson

Mr N Heath
Mr A Akhurst
Ms G Stiff

CLASS 174: HAND BOUND BOOK

Ltfe on Earth
ReJlection
(Small book)
(Concertrna artlsts book made from hand-made paper)
The Opera House (Artists book)

4 Entries received out of 8 registered

Kings and Queens of Englanel
The Wonderful O
(Artists book made from hand-ntade paper)
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